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ARTICLES AND ESSAYS

Amadi, Elechi & Ngugi wa Thiong'o: ‘The Question of a Writer’s Commitment: Two Points of View’ 35 (1)

Butcher, Margaret: ‘The Bildungsroman Tradition in The Greenstone Door and I Saw in My Dream’ 88 (1)

Daalder, Joost: ‘Ambiguity and Ambivalence in R.A.K. Mason’ 94 (2)

Dabydeen, David: ‘Commerce and Slavery in Eighteenth Century Literature’ 2 (2)

Drewe, Robert: ‘The Savage Crows: A Personal Chronology’ 65 (1)

Green, Kevin: ‘Politics and Xavier Herbert’s Women’ 51 (1)

Harris, Wilson: ‘The Quest for Form’ 21 (1)

Jones, Dorothy: ‘The Centrique Part’: Theme and Image in Aritha van Herk’s Novel The Tent Peg’ 70 (2)

Lawrence, Roderick J.: ‘The Order of Things at Home’ 50 (2)

Morgan, Patrick: ‘Getting Away From It All’ 73 (1)

Pearse, Adetokunbo: ‘Apartheid and Madness: Bessie Head’s A Question of Power’ 81 (2)

Wieland, James: ‘Antipodean eyes’: ways of seeing in Shirley Hazzard’s The Transit of Venus’ 36 (2)

FICTION

Harrison, Keith: ‘The Arena’ 15 (1)

Huntington, Anthony R.: ‘Another Friday Night’ 32 (2)

Rawdon, Michael: ‘Falling Seeds, Flowing Light’ 1 (1)
INTERVIEW

Ngugi wa Thiong'o 44 (1)

POETRY

Barnie, John: ‘Home Town’ 66 (2)
  ‘Fjaltring, NW Jutland’ 66 (2)

Basu, Anjana: ‘Words for Naren’ 80 (2)

Berry, James: ‘Ideal Third World New Man’ 33 (1)

Cudney, Bruce: ‘River of Poems’ 11 (1)

Dabydeen, David: ‘Guyana Pastoral’ 1 (2)

McGuire, Irene Gross: ‘after loving’ 12 (1)

Macleod, Mark: ‘Summer on a Double Decker Bus with the Beauty’ 63 (1)
  ‘The Dark Frog Prince’ 63 (1)
  ‘You’re Kissing Me Again’ 64 (1)
  ‘Show and Tell’ 35 (2)

Mansell, Chris: ‘Amelia Earhart Flies Out From Lae, N.G.’ 24 (2)
  ‘Gypsy Tap’ 26 (2)
  ‘The Collected Unconscious’ 28 (2)

Markham, E.A.: ‘Late Return’ 28 (1)

Reid, Monty: ‘Birds Not Singing’ 13 (1)

Stevenson, Richard: ‘Cattle Egrets’ 79 (2)

Watson, Stephen: ‘Under the City’ 49 (1)
  ‘History’ 50 (1)

REVIEWS

Frame, Janet: To the Is-Land: An Autobiography — John Beston 105 (2)

Neuman, Shirley & Robert Wilson: Conversations with Robert Kroetsch — Jørn Carlsen 112 (2)

O’Connor, Mark: The Fiesta of Men — Rodney Pybus 108 (2)
Agnes Sam is a South African of Indian descent who now lives in England. Her poetry has been published in Kunapipi. Stephen Watson teaches at Capetown University. His work has been published in previous issues of Kunapipi. Folke Rhedin teaches at Umeå University, Sweden. Sneja Gunew is an Australian of Bulgarian-German descent. Her fiction has been published in Frictions, an anthology of recent writing by Australian women. She teaches at Deakin University. Ania Walwicz is an Australian of Polish descent. Apart from writing she also paints, and her work has been shown regularly at the Arts Projects Gallery, Melbourne. Her first book, Writing, was published in 1982. Peter Lyssiotis was born in Cyprus and migrated to Australia in 1954. He has exhibited in group shows and published photographs in a number of Australian journals. Two books, Three Cheers for Civilization and Industrial Woman will be published in 1984. Peter Quartermaine teaches at Exeter University. Peter Lugg is an Australian. His poems have been published in Australian journals and broadcast on the ABC. Katherine Gallagher is an Australian living in London. She has had two volumes of her poetry published and her latest volume, Passengers to the City will be published by Hale & Iremonger in 1985. Coral Ann Howells teaches at Reading University. Terry Goldie teaches at Memorial University of Newfoundland. Shirley Lim is a Malaysian now living in New York. Her first book of poems, Crossing the Peninsula, won the 1980 Commonwealth Poetry Prize. Her second book of poems, No Man's Grove is scheduled to appear this year. Chidi Ikonne is a Nigerian who teaches at the University of Calabar. Mark Macleod teaches at Macquarie University, Sydney. Diana Brydon teaches at the University of British Columbia. Simon Garrett teaches at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. Alamgir Hashmi lives in Switzerland. He has recently published a book on Commonwealth Literature and a book of poems. Michael Chapman teaches at the University of South Africa, Pretoria.
AN INVITATION TO SUBSCRIBE

Word Loom
an international literary magazine

Good writing from seven continents woven with commitment to Third World issues, labour, aboriginal peoples, immigrant communities, and the movements for justice and peace. Compelling prose, poetry, literary criticism, translations, fine photos, and graphics in an attractive format.

In recent and upcoming issues: Milton Acorn (Canada), Griselda Alvarez (Mexico), Gioconda Belli (Nicaragua), Peter Blue Cloud (Canada/U.S.), Dennis Brutus (Southern Africa/U.S.), Terrance Cox (Canada/West Bank), Heather Kirk (Canada/Poland), Jayanta Mahapatra (India), Duane Niatum (U.S.), Joe Latham & KoNimo (U.K./Ghana), Andrew Salkey (Jamaica/U.S.), Sevgi Soysal (Turkey);
Photos by: Deborah Barndt & Daniel Caselli (Nicaragua), Dorothy Chocolate (Dene communities in northern Canada), Larry Towell (India); and much more.

SUBSCRIPTIONS (Airmail to all countries)

Individuals: □3 issues (1 ½ years) .... $10
□6 issues (3 years) ....... $15

Institutions: □2 issues (1 year) ........ $10
□6 issues (3 years) ........ $25

Single Copies: each $5.

Discounts on orders of five or more.
Subscriptions to Third World countries: half price.

write: Box 15, 242 Montrose, Winnipeg Canada R3M 3M7

Contributors: enclose return postage and biographical info.
The African Book Publishing Record
Edited by Hans M. Zell

Published quarterly, and currently in its ninth year of publication, The African Book Publishing Record provides extensive bibliographic coverage of new and forthcoming African publications in English and French, as well as significant new titles in the African languages. APBR gives accurate and up-to-the-minute ordering information for new books published - or about to be published - by over 700 publishers and research institutions with publishing programs, and is indexed by author, title and by subject. In addition to its bibliographic coverage, APBR includes news, reports, interviews, and articles about book trade activities and developments in Africa, and also features short, concise reviews of new African books and serials.

1975- Published quarterly ISSN 0306-0322
Subscription rates:
£30.00/$60.00/DM120.-- annually, surface post included
Airmail surcharge: £8.00/$16.00/DM24.-- per annum
Back-issues:
Volumes I (1975) through VIII (1982) available at £38.00/$76.00/DM156.-- per volume, or £9.50/$19.00/DM44.-- per issue

The Journal of Commonwealth Literature
Edited by Angus Calder & Alastair Niven

The Journal of Commonwealth Literature was established in 1965 to provide a focal-point for discussion of literatures in English published outside Britain and the United States of America. The first number of each volume consists of an issue of critical studies and essays, and also includes a 'Symposium' of contributions relating to a single, major creative work by a Commonwealth writer. The second number is the bibliography issue, providing an annual checklist of publications in each region of the Commonwealth.

Volume XVII, no. 1 (August, 1982) contained a symposium on the work of the Canadian writer Rudy Wiebe; a special retrospective bibliography of East African writing; and articles on J.P. Clark, Ralph de Booisère, Wole Soyinka, G.M. Turnbull, Amos Tutuola, Derek Walcott, and others.

1965- Published twice annually ISSN 0021-9894
Subscription rates:
Institutional rate - £16.00/$32.00/DM70.-- annually, surface post
Individual rate - £12.00/$24.00/DM56.-- annually, surface post
Airmail surcharge: £4.00/$8.00/DM17.50 per annum
Back-issues:
no. 9 & 10 (1970) and volume I (1971) through XVII (1982) available at £5.00/$10.00/DM22.-- per issue (limited stocks)
RUSSELL DRYSDALE
Lou Klepac’s definitive new book traces the career of this remarkably gifted painter, discussing both the sources of his inspiration and the scope of his achievement. The numerous colour plates enable every art lover to enjoy a uniquely comprehensive view of Drysdale’s work.

384 pages, colour illus., 0 85835 685 6, £40.00

BURN
David Ireland first burst upon the literary scene with The Chantic Bird. His fourth novel Burn is now in Sirius paperback for the first time. It is a dramatic novel which portrays with sardonic realism the plight of the fringe-dwelling Aboriginal.

146 pages, 0 207 14898 8, £3.95 (Sirius)

THE PEOPLE’S OTHERWORLD
A new volume of poetry from Les A. Murray. “I, for one, would rather read Murray’s poetry than that of any but a handful of writers working in English today” - Peter Porter, The Observer

68 pages, 0 207 14639 X, £5.95

SHADOWS OF OUR DREAMING
A Celebration of Early Australia.
Juxtaposed with extracts from journals kept in the 1860s are Anne Fairbairn’s poems, in which she expresses her joy in the extraordinary, harsh beauty of Australia and her admiration for the Aborigines and early settlers.

250 pages, illus., 0 207 14548 2, £7.95

For an inspection copy on 30 days’ approval with an invoice of the above, or any other, Angus and Robertson titles, please write to Helen Priday, Publicity Manager, at the address below. A full catalogue of all Angus and Robertson books is available on request.
ARIEL
A Review of International English Literature

EDITOR: IAN ADAM

ARIEL is a quarterly magazine established in 1970, devoted to literature in English as a global phenomenon. It emphasizes the "new" literatures of such regions as the Caribbean or West Africa and such countries as Australia and Canada along with modern British and American literature, and has a bias towards comparative studies. The term "comparative" is taken in a wide sense to include intertextual studies within, between or among such literatures, studies relating them to those in other languages (normally in translation), studies with theoretic or cultural emphasis, and those relating literature in English to other arts.

ARIEL is largely a critical journal, but reserves some 10% of its pages for the publication of original poetry and original translations of poetry into English. It strives to represent here, as in the articles and reviews, a broad range of achievement in the English-speaking world.

ARIEL has numbers forthcoming on such subjects as Modernists and Modernist Issues, African Literature, and Commonwealth Literature. In addition it publishes co-edited special numbers, of which the most recent is on Indian Literature in English, co-edited by Inder Nath Kher, and featuring articles on Raja Rao, R. K. Narayan, Salman Rushdie and Nissim Ezekiel. Orders may be placed at the ARIEL office at $3.50. Copies of our special numbers on The Literature of Exile (1982) and African Literature (1981) are available from the same office at $6.00 and $5.00 respectively.

ARIEL invites submissions for special numbers on Issues of Language (1984) and New Zealand Literature (1985). These will be co-edited by Pamela McCallum, and C. K. Stead and Michael Doyle. Submissions should be sent to the ARIEL office, and should reach the editors by May 31 of the year of proposed publication. The editors also invite submissions for regular issues of the journal. All articles should be styled in accordance with the MLA Style Sheet, second edition, or with the MLA Handbook. Contributors without access to these manuals are advised to consult a recent issue of ARIEL. Articles should be sent to the Editors, poems to the Poetry Editor, and orders to the Secretary, all at ARIEL, Department of English, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4. Advertising copy and queries should be sent to the University of Calgary Press, The University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, T2N 1N4.

ARIEL's subscription rate (per annum, post free) is $10.00 for individual and $14.00 for institutional subscribers. Single copies are $3.50, except for special numbers whose prices vary according to costs. Back numbers are available on request.
Australian Literary Studies is the foremost journal in the field of critical and scholarly studies in Australian literature. It covers all periods but is particularly concerned with contemporary Australian writing.

The twentieth anniversary issue includes articles on Bruce Dawe, Barbara Baynton, Barbara Hanrahan, Geoffrey Lehmann, Australian Literary History, and the Bulletin short story of the 1890s.

Past issues include essays on Bruce Dawe, Judith Wright, David Malouf, Les Murray, George Johnston, Miles Franklin, H.H. Richardson, Marcus Clarke, Thomas Keneally, Patrick White, Alan Seymour and David Williamson.

Subscriptions: Aust. and N.Z. $14.00 ($11.00 for students) annually. There are two issues in each year. The cost of overseas subscriptions is $18.00. All prices include postage. Single copies of the current issue are available for $7.00 plus postage and the price of back copies is available on request. All enquiries concerning subscriptions should be addressed to:

The Business Manager, Australian Literary Studies,
P.O. Box 88, St. Lucia, Q. 4067.